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Problem

Imperfection of Classical Communication
Classical communication with QKD is protected against interception, though is still not
protected against falsification. The non-authorized recipient Eva, on the basis of the copy
of coded message, is able to construct a rule for conversion of intercepted message to
another one compromising the participants of communication and to publish it as a coding
rule for the initial message together with the intercepted copy. In such a case even
publication of initial message and the code applied for it by the participants of
communication does not prevent following circulation of falsified information.

True security
Complete protection of information can be provided only by channels preventing
non-authorized copying in the transfer process. There is no copy of transferred message,
and thus reconstruction of the message is impossible, and there is no possibility as well to
falsify the message. Such channels provide more complete information protection
compared to the classical channels.



Statement

Application of information carriers with strongly quantum behavior makes it possible to
prevent interception, if the intercepted sections are excluded from the transfer process.
Security Enhancement by Quantum Communication
Information transfer by quantum channel is unconditionally secure if:
I The average value of arbitrary observable is comparable to the uncertainty of the

observable;
I The states used to code different symbols are not orthogonal to each other;
I Probabilities of errors in preparation and measurement of channel states are small

enough, thus intervention is disclosed before leak of substantial information.

Perspectives of Quantum Communication
Along with the requirement to provide the data rate comparable to the rate in existing
classical channels, the problem of development of protected quantum communication
systems is a serious challenge for the modern quantum technologies.



Classical Channel

Amplitude Coding
In the most simple classical channel amplitude modulation is used,and information is
transferred by separate bits.

The carrier states differ by intensity I . It can take values at the segment Imin ≤ I ≤ Imax , divided by Ibound
into two parts.
The code of the channel is the bit mapping to arbitrary value within respective segment
{0 7→ [Imin, Ibound] , 1 7→ [Ibound, Imax]}
The channel state is detected by comparison of intensity to the threshold Idetect . Losses in the channel
somewhat shift the ends of the segments. The decoding bias is easily removed by respective reduction of
the threshold value of the detector Idetect < Ibound compared to the threshold value of the source Ibound .



Polarization Coding

Polarization coding reflects one of important properties of qubit – partial ordering of the
set of states. The polarization states of classical light are represented by points on the
Poincare sphere. Each great circle divides the sphere into two hemispheres, for instance
SH SV .
The code of the channel is mapping of bit to arbitrary value within the respective
hemisphere:
{0 7→ SH, 1 7→ SV}

Detection of a carrier state is performed by simultaneous measurement of the Stokes
parameters.



Security of Classical Channel

Information security in classical channel is provided by coding with unique code known to
authorized participants only. Today, the most reliable is coding by secure shift, where for
key share between the sender and the recipient Quantum Key Distribution is used.
Formation of a false message
The first line of the table carries the Code, the second – the coded message Source, the
third – the coding result Secret.

Code 09—03—02—05—07
Source H o u s e
Secret P r w w l
False M o n e y
Falscode 03 03 09 13 0D

Coding is performed by cyclic shift of the message symbol by a code value, and decoding
– by inverse shift.
The fourth line of the table carries the False message, the fifth line – the Falscode
application of which to the false message gives the result of intercept. This Falscode is
unambiguously determined by the Secret and the False.



Quantum Channels

The quantum channels for information transfer are characterized by quantum noise
magnitude of which is close to the average values of observables. The most simple
information carrier is a qubit.
States and Observables of Qubit
The pure states of a qubit are superpositions of two basic states:

|Ψ〉 = cos θ |0〉+ exp iφ sin θ |1〉 .

Those states are represented by points on the Poincare sphere. The mixed states are
represented by points in the sphere.
The observables of the qubit are combinations of three Pauli matrices:

σ3 = |1〉 〈1| − |0〉 〈0| , σ1 = |0〉 〈1|+ |1〉 〈0| , σ2 = −i |0〉 〈1|+ i |1〉 〈0| .

The uncertainties of the results of measurements of Pauli matrices
Dσ =

〈
σ2

k

〉
− 〈σk〉2 = 1− 〈σk〉2 depend on the average values and can vary within 0

(the eigenstate of the matrix) and 1.
In each measurement event the value of one of the Pauli matrices, or the linear
combination of those, can be detected. Simultaneous measurement of more than one
observable is not possible.



Qubit Examples

Polarized Photons
A clear example of notion about qubits can be found in ”Quantum Mechanics” by H. J.
Lipkin, the chapter ”Polarized Photons”.
The basic states of the qubit can be, for instance, the photon states with vertical (0) and
horizontal (1) polarizations.

Coherent Beams
One more example of qubit basic states are the even and odd superpositions

|0) =
|α〉+ |−α〉√
2
(

1 + e−|α|
2
), |1) =

|α〉 − |−α〉√
2
(

1− e−|α|
2
),

of direct |α〉 and inverse |−α〉 coherent states;

|α〉 = e−|α|
2/2

∞∑
n=0

αn

√
n!
|n〉 .

At extremely low intensities the even and odd states degenerate to vacuum and
one-photon ones.



Quantum Channel Peculiarities

The channel, in which for information transfer pure qubit states are used, can use for
coding an arbitrary pair of orthogonal states – the basis of the state space.
For each coding basis there exists an unique observable measurement of which is not
accompanied by quantum noise.

The figure shows three bases and three respective detectors. Each of those three pairs
provides possibility of exact information transfer. Use of a detector that does not
correspond to the basis is accompanied by quantum noise making separation of signal
impossible.



Quantum Channel



Secure Quantum Channels

I Regular, quick, accurate and coordinated change of the basis-detector pairs prevents
realization of non-demolition measurements by a non-authorized participant and
provides absolute security of transfer.

I To develop the secure quantum communication systems, easily, quickly and
controllably tunable sources and detectors are needed, with low (few photons per
pulse) intensity and high efficiency.

I Today, development of quantum communication channels is hampered by absence of
devices needed for it.


